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Synopsis
For the non-linear problem
-u"(x) = /i/(u(x)) for 0 < x < l
u(0) = u(l) = 0
where / is a discontinuous function at 1, we show that the number of non-trivial positive solutions, for
a given real number /.jiO, is related to the graph of a continuous function g. Then, by studying the
function g it is possible in some special cases to give, for any ASO, the minimal or exact number of
non-trivial positive solutions.
1. Introduction
We consider the non-linear two point boundary-value problem
( — u"{x) = Xf{u(x)) for 0 < x < l
\ u(0) = u(l) = 0
where / : [ 0 , + oo)—>[0, + GO) is given. We assume that there exist two continuously
differentiable functions h:[0, l]->[0, + oo) and fc:[l, + oo)->(0, + oo) such that
(HI)
h(p)>0 for all pe(0,1], (H2)
(H3)
if pe(l, +00).
The value of/ at 1 need not be related to h and k, but / (I) should be positive.
DEFINITION. A solution of problem (1.1) is a pair (u,/1)EC1([0, 1]) x [0, +oo)
G
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such that
M(X)^O for all x e [ 0 , 1 ] ,
u' is absolutely continuous on [0,1]
and
-W"(X) = A/(M(X)) for almost all xe [0 ,1 ] .
We denote by S the subset of C'flT), l ] ) x [ 0 , +oo) consisting of all the solutions
of problem (1.1). Since / (0) = 0, the set of trivial solutions {(0, X) e C1 ([0,1) x
[0,+oo) |A^0} belongs to S. Let S+={(u,X)eS\\\u\\j=0} where ||u|| =
maxxet0>1]|M(x)|.
In order to prove the existence of solutions in S+, we consider for all neN the
following problem:
u"(x) = Xfn(u(x)) for 0 < x < l
u(0) = w(l) = 0 <n)
where /n :[0, + oo)->(0, +oo) is defined by fn(t) = f(t)+(l/n) for all f in [0, + oo).
Let Sn be the subset of CJ([0,1]) x (0, + oo) consisting of all the solutions of
problem (l.l)(n). Then (see [1, 2, 3]), we know that for any p>0, there exists a
unique (un,Xn) in Sn such that ||Mn|| = p. Moreover (un,Xn) has the following
properties:
(1) «^ = gn(||unl|)> where gn:(0, + oo )->((), + oo) is a continuous function defined by
(2) «;(x)>0for all"xe[0, |) and w'(x)<0 for al lxe(£, 1];
(3) un(\) = p and un(£) = 0;
(4) if p = l, then {xe[0, l]|«n(x) = l} = {i};
if p>\, then there exists xoe(0,^) such that {xe[0, l]|wn(x)=l} = {x0,1 — xo};
(5) «n(x) = u B ( l -x ) fo r all xe [0 ,1 ] .
Now that these definitions have been given, let us state our main results.
In Section 3, we show that for any p > 0 there exists a unique solution (u,X) in
S+ such that | |u | |=p. We also state that S+ is a continuum in C( [0 , l ] )x
[0, +oo) and furthermore S+ is a continuous curve in C1([0,1]) x [0, +oo) which
can be parameterized by '||M|[. The last result of Section 2 is that if h{\)<k{\) and
limp^ + 0O p~ 1f(p) = 0, then there are always values of X for which there exist at
least two distinct solutions of problem (1.1) in S +.
In Section 3, we study the case /!/(0) = lim;7^o + /) ' 1 / (p) = a > 0 . We show that
C£ = S+ u{(0, n2/a)} is a continuum in (^([0,1]) x [0, +oo) and furthermore <€ is a
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continuous curve in (^([0,1]) x [0, + oo) which can be parameterized by ||u||. We
also state that if limp_ + a)p~1/(p) = 0» then for any X^n2/a there is at least one
solution of problem (1.1) in (€. For the two following cases:
f(p)^pf'(p) for all pe[0, l )u ( l ,+oo) and h{l)>k{l), (A)
f(p)Spf'(p) for all pe[0, l )u( l ,+oo) and /i(l)</c(l), (B)
we give, for any 22:0, the exact number of solutions of problem (1.1) in (€. At the
end of Section 3, we give a theorem in which, for some values of X, there exist at
least three distinct solutions of problem (1.1) in (€.
In Section 4, we study the case /i'(0) = limp^o+ p'if(p) = O. We show the
existence of a number 1^0 such that, for any X>X, there is at least one solution of
problem (1.1) in S +. Moreover, if \imp^ + xp~1f{p) = 0, there exists a positive
number Xx such that, for any X>XX there are at least two distinct solutions of
problem (1.1) in S +, for X = XX there is at least one solution in S+ and for
A e ^ l J there is no solution in S +. As in.Section 3, for the case (B): f(p)Spf'(p)
for all pe[0, l )u( l , +oo) and h(l)<k(l), we give, for any X^.0, the exact number
of solutions of problem (1.1) in S +.
The problem (1.1) has already been studied in the following three articles. In [4],
Laetsch studies the problem (1.1) with the assumption that / is a continuous
function on [0, + oo). In [3], Stuart studies it with the same assumptions as in the
present paper, but supposes that /i(0)>0. In [5], Nistri treats the case h(p) = O for
all pe[0,1] and k(p)>0 on [1, + oo).
2. General properties of S +
We start this section by giving a theorem concerning the structure of any
solution (u, X) in S +.
THEOREM 2.1. Let (u,X)eS+, then:
(1) X>0 and u(x)>0 for all xe (0,1);
(2) u'(x)>0for allxe[0,%) and u'(x)<0for allxe(i I];
(3) u(i) = ||u||
(4) if \\u\\ = \,
if | |u | |>1, there exists x0 in (0,^) such that {xe[0, 1]|M(X) = 1} = {x0,1 —xo};
(5) u(x) = w(l - x ) for all xe[0,1].
The proof of this theorem is given in [1].
Let F(co) = $f(s)ds for OJ>0. Since f(s)>0 for all s>0, F is a strictly
increasing function on (0, + oo).
Let g(p) = ^/2lP0{F(p)-F(co)}-idto for p>0. We note that g(p)< + oo for
p>0 and g is a continuous function on (0, + oo). Moreover limn^ + Q0 gn(p) = g(p)
for all p > 0.
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LEMMA 2.2 Suppose that (U,A)ES + . Then A* = g(||u||).
Proof. Let us assume that | |w||>l. By Theorem 2.1, there exists a number
x o e ( 0 , | ) such that w(xo)=l and - M " ( X ) = /1/(U(X)) for all xe [0 ,x o )u (x o , | ] . We
obtain
for all xe[0,x0)
for all xe(xo , | ] .
Since «eC'([0,1]) and F is continuous on (0,+oo), it follows that c1=c2 =
-;.F(||«||).
Thus M'(X) =
 >/2A{F(| |M| |)-F(M(X))}* for all XE[0 ,£ ] , and consequently
A* = g(||«||).
If | | M | | ^ 1 , a similar argument shows that 2* = g(||u||). This completes the proof.
This relationship was introduced in this connection by Laetsch [4].
COROLLARY 2.3. (1) Suppose that ( t ^ , ^ ) and (U2,A2) are two solutions of
problem (1.1) in S+ such that ||u1|| = ||«2||. Then 11=A2 and u1(x) = u2(x) on [0,1].
(2) Let A>0. Suppose that (U1,A) and (U2,A) are two distinct solutions of
problem (1.1) in S+. Then either u1(x)<u2(x) on (0,1) or u1(x)>u2(x) on (0, 1).
Now that all these preliminary results have been obtained, we can state out
main existence theorem.
THEOREM 2.4. For any p>0, there exists exactly one solution of problem (1.1)
such that ||u|| = p.
Proof. Since the unicity is given by Corollary 2.3, we only need to prove the
existence of a solution. Let p>0, then for any neN, there exists («„, ln) in Sn such
that ||Mn||=p and /.n = g2(p). Since limn_ + 00 gn2(p) = g_2(p) we have that {;.n}Bgl
converges and that A = limn^ + ooAn = g2(p). Let l = sup{/lB|neM} and l(p)
= sup{/(f) |te[0,p]}, then I < + co and /(p)>0.
We thus obtain \u'n(x)-u'n(y)\ =Xn\fefH(un{s))ds\^X(l(ft)_+\)\x-y\ for all x,y in
[0,1] and all neN. If we put y = \, we have ||MB|| = / 1 ( / ( / J ) + 1 ) for all neN.
Therefore, by the Ascoli-Arzela theorem, there exists a subsequence {un}j},l of
{un}n>i which converges to u in C1([0,1]). It follows that w(y) = ||w||=/5, w(0)
= u(i) = 0 and M'(X)
 = 0 for all x e [ 0 , | ] . Since M(X) = M ( 1 - X ) for all xe[0 ,1] , it
remains to show that u'(x)= —A^f(u(s))ds for all xe[0 , j].
(a) Suppose that p ^ l , then
X
M ' ( X ) = lim «; . (x)= lira -A B . J {/i(uB.
= - 1 j/T(w(s))ds
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for all xe[0 ,y . Therefore
{x6[0,l]|M(x)=l}c={i},
and we have
]h(u(s))ds = ]f(u(s))ds on [0,i].
i i
(b) Suppose that p>\. Then, there exists a number x0 in (0,y) such that
(1) For any xe(0,xo), there exists jxeN such that MB.(S)<1 for all j}zjx and all
se[0, x]. Thus,
u'(x) = lim -A.J\h(u (s)) + -\ds + u'n.{0)\
= -/.]f(u{s))ds + u'(0) for all xe[0,xo).
o
Since u' is a continuous function on [0,1], we have «'(x) = — Xfof(u(s))ds
+ u'(0)for all xe[0,x0].
(2) A similar argument shows that u'(x)= —X\\f(u(s))ds on [x0, j].
And it follows from (1) and (2), that u'(x)= -k\lf{u(s))ds for all xe[0,£|. This
completes the proof of this theorem.
Theorem 2.4 allows us to consider the function <r:(0, +oo)—>C'([0,1]) which is
defined by: (a{p), g2{p))e S+ and ||ff(p)|| = p. On S+ we consider the topology
induced from (^([0,1]) x [0, + oo).
THEOREM 2.5. The one-to-one map i>:(0, +oo)->S+ defined by \jj(p)
= {(r(p), g2(p)) is continuous.
An immediate consequence of this last theorem is that S+ is a continuum in
Cx([0,1]) x [0, + oo) and furthermore S+ is a continuous curve in (^([O, l ] ) x
[0, +co) which can be parameterized by ||u||.
It follows, from Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 2.4, that the number of solutions of
problem (1.1) in S+ is given, for any A>0, by the graph of g2. With the purpose of
obtaining better information about this graph, we give two different
representations of g'.
First representation of g'
We note that, for p > 0,
0
where
R(p,t) = \f(pz)dz for all (p, 0e(0,+oo) x [0, 1].
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\j'P°\ if
Jp o ,2p o ] if p o e ( l ,+00) .
Where p = (1 + p0 )/2 for all p0 e (0, + OG ).
LEMMA 2.6. For a// poe(0, l )u ( l , +oo), tfoere exists a positive constant d(po)
such that
R(P,ty \f\pz)zdi gd(po)(l-O"* for all (p,r)eApox[0,l).
LEMMA 2.7. Let T{p) = \l)R(p,t) ±dt. Then T is continuously differentiable
on (0, l )u( l , +00). Furthermore
T'{p)=-^R(p,t)-i]f'(pz)zdzdt if pe(0,l)
0 t
and
T'(p)=-^R(p,t)-^f'(pz)zdzdt-l[p-2{k(l)~h(l)}
0 r 0
ifpe{\, +.30).
Proof. (1) If pe (0,1), it follows by using Lemma 2.6, that
d 1 1 dR(v t)~* ' 1
T'(p) = -rlR(p,t)-*dt = l' ^ ' dt=-^R(p,tyi$f'(pz)zdzdt.
dp 0 0 op 0 i
T' is continuous on (0,1).
(2) If p>\, then
i/p
O
And it follows, by using Lemma 2.6, that
1 1
T'(p)=-^R(p,tri]f'(pz)zdzdt-y-2{k(l)-h(l)}
0 (
T" is continuous on (1, + oc).
Now, we are able to give the first representation of g'.
I /P
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COROLLARY 2.8. g is continuously differentiable on (0, l ) u ( l , + oc).
Furthermore
t} if pe(0,l)
( . 0 0 (
and
1 1
'• \R(p,t) *dt—jp^J
0 0
-\p~Hk(\)-h{\)} j R(p,t)-*dt} if pe(l,+oo).
Second representation of g'
LEMMA 2.9.
Ml) n(
^ \ for all p>\.
Proof. Since
g(p)= ^/U(o
-2]{F(p)-F((o)}i^°\dw} for all
by differentiation we obtain the assertion.
COROLLARY 2.\0.
'+oo if
'
i m
 ' - o c (T /i(l)<fc(l)'
Having shown, in Theorem 2.4, that there is exactly one solution of problem
(1.1) in S+ for each value of \\u\\, let us now ask for which values of A>0 there is
a solution. The next lemma helps us to answer this question.
LEMMA 2.11. Suppose that limp^ + QOp"1/(p) = 0. Then limp_> + Q0 g(p)= + oo.
Proof. Let neN — {1}. Then there exists a positive number pn such that
^ — Q>2-co2) for all p^ffl^pn.
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Let pn = npn, then if p^pn we obtain
n
Therefore limp^ + m g{p) = + oo.
THEOREM 2.12. Suppose that \imp^ + aop~~1f(p) = 0 and that h(l)<k(l). Then
there exist numbers l1 and k2 with 0<!1<A2 such that,for each AE(?^1,A2), there
are at least two distinct solutions of problem (1.1) in S +.
Proof. Since g2 is continuous on [1, +oo), limp^ + 00 g(p)= + oo (Lemma 2.11)
and limp_<1 + g'(p)= — oo (Corollary 2.10), there exists a number px > 1 such that
0<A1 =min{g 2 (p ) |p^ l}=g 2 (p j )<g 2 ( l ) = l2 . Therefore, for any / . e ^ j , ^ ) , there
exist two numbers p and p with l < / 9 < p 1 < p such that g2{p) = g2(p) = A. It
follows that (<J(/J), X) and (<T(/5), A) are two distinct solutions of problem (1.1) in S +.
This completes the proof.
3. Study of S+ when ft'(0)>0
Let <€ denote the subset of C!([0, l ] ) x [0 , +oo) defined by <¥ = S+u{(0,7i2/a)}
where a = limp^0 + p^1/(p) = /i'(0). On ^ we consider the topology induced from
CH10, l ] )x [0 , +oo).
Let
g(p) if p>0
if p = 0
if p>0
>,"-) if , - a
Then it is easy to see that g:[0, + co)—>(0, +00) is a continuous function and
hence i^:[0, + 00)—>^ is a continuous function. It immediately follows that *$ is a
continuum in C'([0,1]) x [0, +00), and furthermore %? is a continuous curve in
(^([0,1] x [0, + 00) which can be parametrized by ||w||.
PROPOSITION 3.1. Suppose that ]imp^ + xp~lf(p) = 0. Then, for any /.^n2/a,
there is at least one solution of problem (1.1) in (€.
Proof. We see from Lemma 2.11 that limp^ + =0 g(p)= + 00. The result follows
immediately from this and the continuity of g on [0, + x ) .
PROPOSITION 3.2. Suppose that liminfp^ + oop"1/(p) = /?>0. Then, there exists
a positive constant y such that f(p)^.yp for all p^O and | / . ^ 0 | there exists
Proof. Since liminfp^ + oop~1f(p) = (}>0, there exist two positive numbers ft
and p0 such that/(/?)^/?p for all p^p0- Since limp^0 + p~1f(p) = tx>0, the number
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= 'm({p~1f(p)\pe (0,p0]} is positive. Let y = mm{fi,m), then f(p)^yp for all p
If (u,A)e^ with ||«||f0, then {F(||u||)-F(a))}^y/2(||M||2-co2) for all
coe[0, ||M||], and we obtain
If (u,?.)e<£ with ||u||=0, then A = (n2/ot)^ (7t2/y).
This completes the proof of this proposition.
Now, we study the structure of <€ under the assumption (A): f(p)^.pf'(p) for all
pe[0, l)u(l, + oo) and n(l)>fc(l). Under this assumption, p~lf(p) is a non-
increasing function on [0, l)u(l, +co). Let m = limp^ + x p~ 1f(p), then it is easy to
show that
i= hm g(p) =
1
 + x if m = 0.
THEOREM 3.3. Lef ae[0,1]. Suppose that:
(i) /satisfies assumption (A),
(ii) f(p) = %pforallpe(0,a),
(iii) f(p)=/=apfor all pe(a,\),
then
(1) {(«,K)B(€ Ae[O,7t2/a)u[£2, + oo)} = 0 ,
(2) {(M,l)6r«? A = 7i2/a} = {(y sin71,7t2/a) | y e [0, a]},
(3) / o r any Xe (7i2/a, £2), tftere exists exactly one solution of problem (1.1) in (£.
Proof. By assumption (i), we have that j , 1 f'(pz)zdz^p~1R(p,t) for all
(p, t)e (0, + oo) x [0,1]. Suppose that a=/=l, then for all pe(a, 1) there exist two
numbers tp and tp in (0,1) with tp<tp such that j , 1 f'(pz)zdz<p~1R(p,t) for all
te(ip,Fp). And we obtain, by the first representation of g', that g'(p)>0 for all
pe (a, l)u(l, + oo). Thus, this theorem becomes an immediate consequence of
Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 2.4.
In the same way, we can study the structure of <& under the following
assumption (B): f(p)^pf'(p) for all pe[0, l)u(l, + oo) and n(l)</c(l). In this
case. p~\f(p) is a non-decreasing function on [0, l)u(l, + oc). Let
r = lim ^
 + O0p~1/(p), then it is easy to show that
= lim g(p) =
71
 if 1-6 [0, +OO)
0 if r =
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THEOREM 3.4. Let ae [0 ,1] . Suppose that:
(i) / satisfies assumption (B),
(ii) f(p) = apforallpe(0,a),
all pe(a, 1),
a, +oo)} =
i == 7t2/a} = {(y sin TI, n2/a)| y e [0, a]},
then
(1) {
(2) {
(3) /or any A e {£,2, n2/a), there exists exactly one solution of problem (1.1) in
In our next theorem, we give an example of a function / for which there are, for
some i > 0 , at least three distinct solutions of problem (1.1) in e&.
THEOREM 3.5. Let ae[0,1). Suppose that
(i) f(p)^pf'(p) for all pe[0,l),
(ii) f(p) = xp for all pe[0,d],
(iii) f{p) + ap for all pe(a,l),
(iv)
(v)
Then, there exist numbers 11 and X2 with 0 < A 1 < l 2 such that for any Xe(Xl,k1)
there exist at least three distinct solutions of problem (1.1) in c€.
Proof. Since g2 is continuous on [1, +oo), limp^ + 00 g(p)= +oo (Lemma 2.11)
and \imp^1 + g'(p)= — OD (Corollary 2.10), we have that X=min{g2(p) |p^l} exists
and that 0</.<g2(\)~X2- We obtain from assumptions (i) and (iii) that X2>n2/z.
Let X1 =max{I,(7c2/a)}, then 0 < 2 1 < 2 2 and there exists a number pl>\ such that
g2(p1) = A1. Let Xe{A1,/.2). Since g2 is a continuous function on [0, + oo) and
limp^ + 0O g"2(p)= + oo (Lemma 2.11), there exist numbers P\,p2 and p3 with 0<p1
<\<p2<pl<p3 such that l = g2(p1) = g2(p2) = g2(p3). Therefore
(a{p2),A) and {<r(p3), 1) are three distinct solutions of problem (1.1) in <€.
4. Study of S+ when A'(0) = 0
Since h'(0) = 0, it follows immediately that limp^0 + g{p)= + oo.
PROPOSITION 4.1. There exists a number X^O such that for any 1>1 there is
at least one solution of problem (1.1) in S +.
PROPOSITION 4.2. Suppose that \imp^ + 0Op~1f(p) = 0. Then, there exists a
positive number A1 such that for any k>Xi the problem (1.1) has at least two
distinct solutions in S + ,for A = A1 at least one and for Xe[0, A1) none.
Proof. Since limp^0 + g2(/?)= + oo, limp^ + 00 g2(p)= + oo (Lemma 2.11) and g2
is a continuous- function on (0,+oo), ^ =min{g2(p)|p>0} exists and for any
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0 there are numbers p, px and p with 0<p<p1<p such that g2(Pi) = A!
and g2(p) = g2(p) = A. Thus, (cr(p), A) and (o(p),A) are two distinct solutions of
problem (1.1) in S +. Furthermore, (aip^), AJ is also a solution of problem (1.1) in
S+. This completes the proof of this proposition.
Now, we study the structure of S+ under assumption (B): f(p)^pf'{p) for all
pe[0, l ) u ( l , + o o ) and h{\)<k(l). In this case, p~lj\p) is a non-decreasing
function on (0, l )u( l , + co). Let m = limp_ + 0Op"1/(p), then
£= hm g(p) =
if m = + co
THEOREM 4.3. Suppose that f satisfies assumption (B). Then
(1) { ( |
(2) /or any A>£2, ffrere exists exactly one solution of problem (1.1) ;'n S +.
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